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ABSTRACT With the rapid proliferation of the Internet and mobile devices, vast amounts of user-generated
content has been accumulated through social network services, and massive amounts of news continues
to be created and posted online. In this paper, we extract the characteristics of online news and data from
social network services, including the differences and similarities between them. We found the following
differences: First, the news responds to official events but content on social network services is related to
personal interests. Second, the news is continually related to a specific issue or set of issues, whereas topics
of conversation change daily in social network services. Third, items from the news can be identified with
a single keyword in searches, whereas more keywords are needed to extract the desired information from
social network services. At the same time, we found that the words mentioned in both the news and on social
network services were similar, and both were used for commercial purposes. Our analysis revealed that the
news is related to the keyword generally, uses same words repeatedly, and its range of topics is narrow and
public. On the contrary, social network services are not related to the keyword often, and their range of
topics is wide and personal. Furthermore our analysis showed that the ranking algorithm improves the topic
detection rate and catches the topic quickly. This paper provides useful information to better understand the
characteristics of online news and data from social network services.
INDEX TERMS Social network services, news, Twitter, NAVER, characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Supplementary computer technologies have developed
rapidly since the invention of the Internet. This advancement
has provided people with various new avenues for communication. For example, in the past, information or knowledge
was transmitted through print newspapers or by word of
mouth as traditional information-sharing methods, but it is
now possible to quickly share vast amounts of information
with others through the Internet. With such mobile devices
as smartphones and tablets, people create vast amounts of
content every day on websites, blogs, and social network
services (SNSs) such as Twitter and Facebook. These online
domains contain such information as people’s experiences,
opinions, and knowledge in various modes [1]–[4]. By collecting user-generated content, people’s opinions and behaviors can be predicted [5]–[7]. For example, Zhang et al. [6]
have argued that collecting real-time user-generated content
related to voting can be used to predict election results.
The SNS is a representative user-generated content platform
used to create social networks or relationships. SNSs are
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maintained on the Internet and, as of 2017, had 2.46 billion
users worldwide [8]. Not only they are an important part
of people’s lives, but they are also a major subject of
research. They provide researchers with various items of
inquiry, e.g., the structure of social networks [7], [9], [10],
the dissemination of information therein [2], [11]–[13], predictions [1], [5], [14]–[16], and their influence on other
resources [3], [4], [6], [17]–[19], [21]. Newspapers, a traditional means of information, also upload their contents onto
websites to make them available on the Internet. The news
has a close relationship with knowledge, information, and
opinions because it provides articles on topics that interest
people. The news has been used in a variety of research,
e.g., its prediction [22]–[25], influence, [26]–[28] and other
features [29]–[31].
Due to the importance of the news and SNS, many
researchers have studied them extensively. Most claim that
it is important to understand how the news influences SNS
and vice versa [13], [20], [21], [32], [33], but none of them
has investigated the characteristics of the contents of each.
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TABLE 1. Most frequently mentioned words ranking in News and Twitter including our fifteen disease-related keywords.

Tsagkias et al. [16] claimed that it is important to analyze
the characteristics between closely related data to understand
various patterns. In this paper, we argue that it is necessary
to extract and understand the characteristics of the news and
SNSs by analyzing their data. We thus analyze their characteristics, including the differences and similarities between
them, using extensive and recent datasets, rather than studying the relationship between the news and SNS as examined
in the literature [9]–[12], [14]–[19].
We collected data concerning the news using NAVER, one
of the most popular portal sites in Korea [34]. We collected
SNS data from Twitter. The data thus gathered were too
large to analyze; we thus reduced their size by specifying
their topics to the disease. We selected fifteen keywords
most closely related to influenza and collected news and
SNS datasets based on this. This is because influenza is the
most threatening disease to humans at present. To parse the
data, we used Korean natural language processing in Python
(KoNLPy) [36]. We observed the following differences by
analyzing data from the news and SNS. It is challenging to
find the same topic in the news and on SNSs. The former
responds to official events whereas the latter to personal interests. The news covers a specific topic continually, whereas
the transition from one topic to another on SNSs is rapid.
Specific events in the news can be identified with a single
keyword in search, but many keywords are required to do so in
SNS. The similarities between data from the news and SNSs
were as follows: The words used were similar. The results
in Table 3 show that 80% of the words matched between the
two domains, and people used both the news and SNSs for
commercial marketing. Our analysis also shows that the news
uses formal grammar, is related to the keyword generally,
uses same words repeatedly, and its range of topics is narrow
and public such that it is easy to capture a general event
therein. On the contrary, SNSs use informal grammar, are
not related to the keyword often, and their range of topics
is wide and private such that it is difficult to capture a specific event. Furthermore our analysis showed that the ranking
algorithm improves the topic detection rate and catches the
event quickly.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
we provide the problem definition and a summary of related
work in Section II. In Section III, we describe the source of the
datasets used and the method of data collection. In Section IV,
we investigate these data. In Section V, we analyze the
18062

characteristics of data from the news and SNS, and investigate the effectiveness of the ranking algorithm. Section VI
contains the conclusions of this paper.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we define the problem tackled in this paper
and summarize the related work.
A. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Many studies have aimed to extract meaningful information through the news and SNS data [13], [15], [16], which
are often different from what people expect unfortunately
and may cause large errors. Therefore, we argue that it is
necessary to understand the characteristics of the news and
SNS by analyzing their data. Reference [40], [41], and [42]
also have claimed that it is important to analyze the characteristics between closely related data to understand various
patterns.
Table 1 presents words that appeared most frequently
in the news and SNS, including our fifteen disease-related
keywords presented in Section IV.A. While most words
(approximately 93%) were related to the disease in the news,
many of these (approximately 79%) were entirely different
from the disease on SNS. For example, EXO, one of the most
popular Korean singers, ranked first in terms of mentions in
SNS, although he is not related to the disease. While this is
strange and unpredictable, it is not rare in SNS data as shown
in Table 1.
The Korea Center for Disease & Prevention (KCDC)
announced the 2017 Fipronil eggs’ contamination on
August 15, 2017. We selected epidemic, disease, and virus to
keywords, collected news and SNS datasets based on them,
and ranked words in the datasets based on the frequency
of the word. Figure 1 presents higher ranking between the
ranking of ‘‘egg’’ and that of ‘‘pesticide’’ as a function of
the day. If their ranks exceed fiftieth, they are not visible in
the figure. Although epidemic, disease, and virus are words
related to the health, the event was caught in both news and
SNS in only Figure 1 (a), but it was not caught in SNS
in both Figure 1 (b) and (c). In terms of ranking, they are
consistently in the top in Figure 1 (a) and (b), but they are in
the low position and caught late in Figure 1 (c). While this is
strange and unpredictable, it is not rare, and it is important to
identify the cause of this phenomenon. If researchers collect
and analyze data without considering their characteristics,
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 1. ‘‘Pesticide’’ or ‘‘Egg’’ word ranking in news and on twitter. (a) Epidemic. (b) Disease. (c) Virus.

they will not be able to acquire correct result. To minimize
these problems, it is necessary to investigate characteristics
of News and SNS.
B. RELATED WORK

Many studies have analyzed the attributes of the
news [22]–[31]. This has also been used to predict stock
prices and the market for movies, for instance. Researchers
have studied the features of the news as well as its influence
on other areas.
K. Radinsky et al. [23] developed a learning algorithm
called Pundit that predicts news events. It uses textual causality patterns, such as ‘‘X because Y’’ and ‘‘X causes Y,’’ and
its average precision of causality was recorded at 78%. They
argued that accurate predictions require knowing the general
attributes of the given data.
Mahajan et al. proposed an analysis system based on articles on financial news [28] to predict changes in the stock
market and identify the impact of the news on it. The average
accuracy of prediction attained was 60.7%.
Balahur et al. [30] investigated the characteristics of news
articles and classified the views expressed therein as positive or negative using various methods of sentiment analysis.
They showed that the text of news articles is different from
that of other sources. According to their work, the accuracy of
the tendency in a specific case was 82% when they combined
different methods. They showed the reasons of occurrence
of errors, and why some methods showed low accuracy.
They argued that advanced techniques may not yield high
performance. For the news to be utilized in various studies,
it is necessary to fully understand the data.
Many researchers have studied the relationship between
SNS data and the world [1]–[7], [37], [38]. They have analyzed SNS data to explain the causes and effects of phenomena, and to understand people’s behavior patterns.
Ye et al. [4] studied the link between online hotel reservations and patterns of reviews by travelers. They found that if
VOLUME 6, 2018

the positive reviews for a hotel increased by 10%, the online
hotel reservations increased by 5%. Figueiredo et al. [5] analyzed trends of behavior by analyzing SNS. They developed
TrendLearner. When estimating the popularity of YouTube,
TrendLearner recorded an average accuracy of 59%.
Zhang et al. [6] explained that analyzing SNS data can be
helpful in predicting election results.
Studies have also been conducted on SNS data related to
health. Paul and Dredze [1] analyzed the difference between
health-related data collected by health agencies and actual
data generated on Twitter. They collected Twitter data related
to certain diseases (e.g., allergies, depression, aches/pains,
cancer, obesity, flu, and dental issues). Flu was found to
have a high correlation coefficient of 0.958 compared to
flu data from the relevant Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). Scanfeld et al. [2] analyze the health status
of people by analyzing their Twitter use.
Studies related to SNSs have highlighted the potential for
various uses [4]–[6]. However, researchers have not sufficiently analyzed features of SNSs that can be exploited in
various fields. Research that predicts phenomena through
investigations of particular sites may not apply to other
phenomena [4]. Therefore, we examine SNS data to find
features that can be applied to a variety of research on
SNSs.
Many studies have addressed the relationship between the
news and SNSs [9]–[12], [14], [15]–[19]. Papacharissi and
Oliveira [17] analyzed the effects of the news on SNS through
hashtags used on Twitter [18]. They investigated the number
of mentions of ‘‘Egypt’’ on Twitter when journalists wrote
news stories about the political events in the country. Using
the observation of an increased number of hashtags, they
claimed that the news articles had influenced people’s political leanings on the issue.
Naveed et al. [11] analyzed the impact of bad news on
Twitter. They calculated the number of retweets and investigated how quickly bad news spread.
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Kwak et al. [9] studied the impact of the news on Twitter.
They reconstructed the dissemination of news articles into a
retweeting pattern to create a forest of retweet trees. They
analyzed the structure of people‘s retweets from major newspapers and examined the impact of news articles on them.
On the contrary, studies have also been carried out
on how SNSs influence news articles [10], [14]–[16].
Becker et al. [14] claimed that the news will be generated
from SNSs in the near future. They analyzed the similarities between events found in SNS data collected through a
similarity metric-based learning technique and events in the
news. They argued that analyzing SNS data alone can produce
content similar to that in the news.
Leskovec et al. [10] analyzed cases of blogs affecting the
news . According to their survey, in 3.5% of cases, the topics
on a blog had appeared in the news. They emphasized that
analyzing the properties of blogs and data from the news
enhances the understanding of the association between them.
Tsagkias et al. [16] estimated the impact of news articles
on SNSs through commentary. They failed to predict the
number of comments on news articles through various criteria
(e.g., baseline, surface, cumulative, textual, semantic, real
world, all), but argued that predictions can only succeed with
an accurate analysis of the properties of the data.
The work in [9]–[12] and [14]–[19], analyzed the impact
of the news on SNS and vice versa. However, we analyze
here the characteristics, including differences and similarities, of the news and SNSs using extensive, recent datasets.
We extracted valuable features of the news and SNSs that can
be used in various avenues of research.
TABLE 2. Sources of data.

III. METHODOLOGY

Table 2 summarizes the sources of data for the news and SNS
that we collected. We collected data from the news using
NAVER, one of the most popular portal sites in Korea [34].
NAVER provides application programming interfaces (APIs)
that collect data from 150 sources of news media through
simple keyword searches. We collected SNS data from Twitter, which provides a simple and easy way for researchers
to collect information in real time. The specifications of our
crawler system were as follows: the server was Windows
Server 2016 Essentials x64, and the CPU was Intel R Core
TM I7-4790 with 8 GB of RAM. The crawler collected data
through the Representational State Transfer Application Program Interface (REST API). REST API refers to a technique
for receiving a response through a request based on the HTTP
protocol [35]. The crawler requested data through the Apache
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HTTP library and received responses consisting of 100 articles and tweets. NAVER and Twitter provide a REST API
function to request data through keyword search. To collect
the datasets, we used our fifteen disease-related keywords,
which is provided in Section IV.A. Our datasets were collected for 63 days from August 14 to October 15, 2017. The
crawler collected news and Twitter data in 85,234 files from
NAVER and Twitter, which contained 4,099,100 articles and
tweets with total volumes of 2.5 GB and 5.5 GB, respectively.

FIGURE 2. System architecture of crawler.

Figure 2 shows the system architecture of the crawler.
It sent requests to NAVER and Twitter servers every 30 minutes for articles and tweets related to our keywords. The
NAVER and Twitter servers retrieved the most recent data
related to the keywords and sent them to the parser. Each
piece of data contained 100 articles and tweets. A parser
stored this in a text file with the name and time of the
data request. The parser analyzed text files in real time.
The technique of analysis used was Korean natural language
processing in Python (KoNLPy), which imitates a neural
network system [36]. KoNLPy is the most active natural
language processing (NLP) library in Korea, and is available
as open source. It contains a corpus of approximately one
million words, the largest in Korea. Numerous developers
and researchers constantly update the corpus to respond
effectively to new words. It provides functions like normalization, phrase extraction, stemming, and tokenization.
Normalization modifies a typing error in a sentence and
changes slang to a common term. Phrase extraction picks
out words without postpositions. Stemming transforms pasttense verbs into present. Tokenization creates tokens according to roles (e.g., noun, verb, adjective, adverb, determiner,
exclamation, suffix, and postposition) in a sentence. It would
take a lot of time, and require the gathering of useless
datasets, for the parser to examine all tokens. Therefore,
we examined only nouns in the tokens. The parser analyzed
nouns in the news and Twitter as well as the number, increment, and growth rate of each. Finally, it stored datasets
every day in a database consisting of the date of collection,
word, number of instances, increment, growth rate, and type
of source (e.g., the news, Twitter). The database used was
PostgreSQL 9.6, a relational database management system
(RDBMS).
IV. DATA

In this section, we first introduce the method of selection
of keywords for our data collection, and then present the
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 3. Total number of new keywords in the news and on twitter.

ordinary characteristics of data from the news and SNSs.
We then examine the characteristics of the news and Twitter
for specific events.

TABLE 3. Most frequently mentioned words.

A. SELECTION OF KEYWORDS

News articles and tweets are too large to collect and analyze.
For example, Twitter generates an average of 350 million
tweets per day. We thus reduced the size of the data by
specifying topics. We did not collect all news articles and
tweets, but only data from the news and SNS sets related to
the disease. We selected 15 keywords most closely related
to influenza and collected news and SNS datasets based
on these. This is because influenza is the most threatening
disease to humans at present. Influenza causes serious illnesses and complications. For example, the 2009 H1N1 flu
pandemic led to 203,000 to 500,000 deaths. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported
that influenza-associated deaths ranged from a low of
12,000 (during 2011–2012) to a high of 56,000 (during
2012–2013) [39]. Table 3 lists the most frequently mentioned words from the news and Twitter datasets collected
using keywords related to influenza from August 15 to
October 15, 2017. The second column of the data above
shows the 15 words used most frequently in our data from the
news dataset. The third column provides the 15 words most
frequently appearing in our SNS dataset. The fourth column
provides the 15 words most frequently appearing in both the
news and SNS datasets. We selected the top 15 words from
this for our keyword search to collect data from the news and
SNS related to the disease.
B. ORDINARY CHARACTERISTICS

We collected data from the news and SNSs using the
top 15 influenza-related keywords to investigate their
VOLUME 6, 2018

characteristics. The top keywords were the most commonly
used ones from August 15 to October 15, 2017 in the news
and on Twitter related to influenza.
Figure 3 shows the number of new words per day in our
news and Twitter data. New words are those that had not
appeared on the previous day but did on a given day. Investigating the number of new words makes it possible to predict
the number of new events. It is not knowable in advance
where and when the new events will occur. The influence of
time on data implies that there may be situations where some
events could not be captured. Our analysis of the news and
Twitter was as follows.
The number of new words in the news fluctuated by day,
whereas Twitter featured new words every day. For the news,
18065
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FIGURE 4. Number of new words in news.

FIGURE 5. Number of new words on twitter.

Monday to Friday were fixed by the nature of the profession.
Days with the smallest amounts of data were in the holiday
season. Days with the highest amount were when people were
working. The longest holiday season in Korea in 2017 spans
from September 30 to October 9, which is the last day of the
holiday and similar to a normal Sunday pattern. In contrast to
the news, Twitter continually featured new words unaffected
by time.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the number of new words by
day of week in the news and Twitter data collected. The news
generated the largest amount of new content on Mondays and
the least on Saturdays. In general, most news companies were
closed on Saturdays and Sundays, because of which these
dates generated fewer new words than other days of the week.
Comparing the difference between the maximum and minimum values, a large gap was observed in the news between
holidays and working days, whereas Twitter showed a narrower gap.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the words and their numbers,
with the largest increase in number compared with that on the
previous day for the news and Twitter, respectively. Events
involving a significant increase in the number of relevant
words implied a high likelihood of becoming a popular topic
in the news and on Twitter.
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The absolute volume of Twitter data was smaller than that
from the news. The news has no restrictions on the number
of words, whereas Twitter allows only for 140 characters
in a tweet. However, despite the differences in magnitude
between the news and Twitter, the increase in the frequency
of particular words showed significant characteristics in both.
Twitter responded to events interest to people. As an example, the word in Figure 6 ‘‘Japanese encephalitis’’ from the
news on September 16, 2017 is an acute virus carried by
mosquitos. The first Japanese encephalitis patient for the year
was diagnosed on this day in Korea. While this was a big topic
in the news, the word on Twitter in Figure 7 is ‘‘semester’’
because most schools in Korea start a new semester in
the beginning of September. As another example, the top
words in the news and Twitter on October 8, 2017 were
‘‘disinfection’’ and ‘‘trend front,’’ respectively. ‘‘Disinfection’’ appeared in the news because it was related to the prevention of disease. However, words closely related to users’
interests appeared in Twitter data. ‘‘Trend front’’ is the name
of a company that had used a member of the most famous
male pop group in Korea as its clothing model. Therefore,
Twitter was influenced by the interest of a specific user group.
Twitter was also influenced by environmental factors. For
example, on September 22, 2017, a popular Twitter word was
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 6. Maximum increase in news keywords.

FIGURE 7. Maximum increase in twitter keywords.

‘‘cold’’ as shown in Figure 7. Most tweets using this word
were used in such contexts as ‘‘I got a cold’’ or ‘‘Take care not
to catch a cold,’’ the result of a drop in average temperature
from 295.15 K to 293.15 K.
Twitter was sensitive to certain diseases. For example,
on September 27, 2017, a strain of bird flu was found in
Yeongcheon, Gyeongbuk province. The top news on this
day used the words, ‘‘disinfection’’ (first), ‘‘wild’’ (second),
‘‘Yeongcheon’’ (third), and ‘‘virus’’ (fourth). On Twitter, the
top words were ‘‘virus’’ (first), ‘‘disinfection (third), and
‘‘Yeongcheon’’ (ninth). Compared with the case of ‘‘Japanese
encephalitis,’’ more data were captured easily. We can
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conclude that it is easy to find information about specific
diseases on Twitter.
Twitter could find topics not covered in the news. As an
example, the top news word for October 10, 2017, was
‘‘vaccine,’’ whereas that on Twitter was ‘‘women.’’ The news
was found to be used for marketing purposes, and the word
‘‘vaccine’’ had appeared because a Korean pharmaceutical
company had announced its development of only the second
herpes zoster vaccine in the world. Companies also used
the news for advertising, which generated noise. Another
example occurred on October 14, 2017. The main news word
was ‘‘Seoul,’’ whereas the top Twitter word was ‘‘cervical
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FIGURE 8. Maximum rate of increase of keywords in the news and on twitter.

cancer.’’ When the name of a place appears in the news,
an event has typically occurred there. The related news article
was ‘‘bird virus found at Han River.’’ However, the main term
on Twitter was related to women.
Figure 8 shows the number of words with the largest
rate of increase of use compared with that on the previous
day on the news and Twitter. The growth rate indicates the
percentage of increase in comparison with the previous day.
The average growth rate for 52 days was 400% for the
news and 1,100% for Twitter. However, we found it difficult
to find certain events based on growth rate. For example,
on September 4, 2017, the word ‘‘satellite’’ appeared in the
news and ‘‘doctor’’ on Twitter. The terms ‘‘arrest warrant’’
and ‘‘sexually transmitted disease’’ were popular in the news
and on Twitter on September 5, 2017, respectively. The number of times each word appeared had a ratio close to zero
compared with the total number of words. Thus, the rate of
increase was explosive even if the number was not large.
Therefore, analyzing data using the growth rates of words is
not suitable for trend analysis.
C. SPECIFIC EVENT

In this section, we examine data from August 14 to 21, 2017
through five keywords (influenza, epidemic, virus, disease,
and bacteria). The Korea Center for Disease & Prevention
(KCDC) announced the 2017 Fipronil eggs’ contamination
on August 15, 2017. This issue could have had a negative health impact when ingesting eggs containing fipronil,
an illegal substance in most countries. This incident was not
only a local problem, but also a global event. It affected
the national policy of Korea and the health of Koreans.
Therefore, when a disease-related event occurs, we need
to check the patterns of this event in the news and on
Twitter.
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TABLE 4. Word ranking in news for each keyword on August 15, 2017.

Table 4 lists the words most commonly used in the news
based on the top five keywords in Table 3 on August 15, 2017.
These words were repeated many times. Based on an analysis of the articles, the sentences were written in proper
grammar but there were many repetitions of the same words.
Repeated use of the same words increases the relevance of the
article with regard to the given keyword, and increases the
probability of its exposure to people. The noise was caused
by articles written for promotional purposes. For example,
the term ‘‘virus’’ has two meanings: a biological meaning and
another in computer science. Articles featuring both meanings were collected. In one example concerning the case of
an ‘‘editor’’ of a ‘‘virus,’’ the term ‘‘editor’’ was included in
the name of a vaccine program developed by the IT Company,
and ‘‘anthropoid’’ for the term ‘‘influenza’’ was related to a
movie. The news is sensitive to official events. Among the
words surveyed on this day, the most noise in the keywords
was generated by ‘‘epidemic.’’ This case was related to the
Korean Independence Day. Thus, we see through Table 4 that
the news referred frequently to official events.
Table 5 shows the ranking of Twitter words collected using
the same keywords as in Table 4. We see that each keyword
was the one of most interest to people. Although we collected a dataset using the same keywords, Twitter conducted a
VOLUME 6, 2018
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TABLE 5. Word ranking in twitter for each keyword on August 15, 2017.

different pattern of search than the news. We could find events
on Twitter that were not of interest in the news, where all keywords ranked first. On the contrary, for instance, ‘‘epidemic’’
ranked fourth on Twitter. This is because of the following:
‘‘When the government adopts organic animals, part of the
medical expenses is supported.’’ This is because of the content. Users were very interested in this tweet. Users mention
words other than ‘‘epidemic’’ in tweets, and these terms can
be mentioned more often than the term ‘‘epidemic’’. As a
result, we saw that Twitter could detect various events that
were not related to keywords. Twitter is ambiguous about the
origin and purpose of words. For example, the terms ‘‘girls’
generation’’ and ‘‘signing event’’ of ‘‘virus’’ were at the top
in the rankings owing to marketing. By analyzing related
tweets, we observed that followers consistently mentioned
‘‘happy virus,’’ which is frequently used on SNSs to promote
a fan-signing event. A ‘‘happy virus’’ is a person who makes
you smile no matter what. For this reason, ‘‘happy virus’’
is a recently created word that is not clearly defined, and
its origin and source are unclear. It is difficult to analyze
grammatical elements on Twitter as most tweets consist of
irregular sentences that ignore grammatical rules. The relevant features include abbreviations of the subject, object, and
verb; changes in the positions of the object; repeated meaningless words; typing errors; and new forms of words (coined
words or emoticons) in tweets. For example, ‘‘love/favorite’’
in ‘‘influenza’’ was a case where a coined word mixed a
noun and an adjective. Therefore, it was challenging to extract
meaningful data on Twitter.

TABLE 7. ‘‘Pesticide’’ and ‘‘Egg’’ word ranking on twitter on
August 15 to 21, 2017.

the five keywords. The number to the left in the table is the
rank for ‘‘pesticide’’ and that on the right is that for ‘‘egg.’’
An ‘‘-’’ indicates that the relevant term was not in the top
50 keywords. Through Table 6 and Table 7, we can capture following characteristics of the news and Twitter: Most
articles referred to previous material and added new content
when creating new articles. Therefore, the rankings of the
keywords in the news gradually increased. However, two days
after an incident had occurred, ‘‘pesticide’’ and ‘‘egg’’ were
ranked first and second in terms of frequency of use, respectively, in ‘‘Total’’ on August 17, 2017, on Twitter. Tweets
created using the keywords did not appear in the rankings
of each keyword because they communicated various topics.
However, Table 7 shows that most tweets communicated
topics related to ‘‘pesticide’’ and ‘‘egg.’’ Twitter was subject
to greater change than the news. The fluctuation in Twitter
in terms of ranking was more significant than the news.
For example, ‘‘pesticide’’ in the news fluctuated at around
eight on August 15 and 16, 2017, whereas its fluctuation
was greater on Twitter. This means that a topic on Twitter
changed more rapidly than in the news. Twitter had shorter
topic persistence than the news. The terms ‘‘pesticide’’ and
‘‘egg’’ on Twitter ranked higher from August 17 to 20, 2017,
but suddenly decreased to the bottom of the list of rankings
on August 21, 2017. On the contrary, in the case of the news,
they were consistently at the top on August 21, 2017. This
means that Twitter did not persistently mention this issue.
V. ANALYSIS

TABLE 6. ‘‘Pesticide’’ and ‘‘Egg’’ word ranking in news on
August 15 to 21, 2017.

In this section, we analyze the characteristics of the news
and SNS data and investigate the effectiveness of the ranking
algorithm [43]–[48].

We examined the keyword rankings of ‘‘pesticide’’ and
‘‘egg’’ from August 15 to 21, 2017 to analyze issues in the
news and on Twitter for the 2017 Fipronil eggs’ contamination. Table 6 and Table 7 show the ranking of ‘‘pesticides’’ and ‘‘eggs’’ in the news and on Twitter. In each table,
the term ‘‘total’’ indicates the total occurrences of each of

Table 8 analyzes the characteristics of the news and SNS by
focusing on their differences and similarities. A description
of each row is below.
Volume indicates the total number of words mentioned in
a given content. The news was larger than Twitter in terms of
volume as there is no specific limit on the number of words
per article, whereas Twitter limits the number of words per
tweet to 140 characters.
Grammar is a set of structural rules used to construct a
correct sentence. The news was better than Twitter in terms
of grammar as it created articles following a grammar check,
whereas Twitter users have no recourse to such a facility.

A. CHARACTERISTICS
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FIGURE 9. ‘‘Pesticide’’ or ‘‘Egg’’ word ranking based on TF and CCA in news. (a) TF. (b) CCA.

FIGURE 10. ‘‘Pesticide’’ or ‘‘Egg’’ word ranking based on TF and CCA in twitter. (a) TF. (b) CCA.

TABLE 8. Characteristics of the news and SNS.

Moreover, strictly ungrammatical words and usages are often
necessary in Twitter because of the word limit.
Repeat means the number of instances of the same word.
The news used the main keywords repeatedly, presumably to
increase revenue from the number of advertisements appearing because increasing the association between a keyword
and articles can expose the top of the search list to users.
Further, articles at the top of the list can attract more people.
Interest refers to the tendency of the words collected.
Words collected from the news are related to public events
and those from Twitter to personal interests. The news mainly
produces content concerning official events whereas Twitter
creates content that interests users.
Source indicates the source of particular content. The
source in an article is clear because the news is based on
official information. For example, the name of public agencies or places associated with a disease is provided. However,
the source of a tweet may be unclear because it is not clearly
mentioned.
Noise indicates the amount of meaningless data. The news
can be noisy owing to marketing or commercial content but
generates less noise than Twitter. The large amount of noise
on Twitter occurs because people actively respond to topics
18070

they are interested in and, thus, topics not related to the news
can become major subjects of discussion.
Range refers to the number of keywords needed to extract
datasets related to topics that people want to find. Twitter
requires more keywords than the news. If the news is analyzed
using a representative keyword, the relevant topics can be
partially captured, whereas those on Twitter can be grasped
only by collecting all keywords.
Change indicates the rate of change when ranking words.
The news is gradual in terms of the rate of change but on
Twitter, the change is drastic. When an event occurs,
it appears in the news and gradually rises from the bottom
to the top; but on Twitter, it appears suddenly.
Time refers to the influence of time on the data. In the
news, time has a greater impact on the data than Twitter.
Because the news is influenced by working days, the number
of new words on official holidays was significantly smaller.
However, Twitter is unaffected by time, and always features
a certain number of new words.
Client indicates the main users. Twitter can have a more
significant impact on the data for a particular age group and
gender than the news. The news generates articles for everyone because it provides information from an objective point
of view. However, Twitter generates data based on users’
interests, and is influenced by major users.
Topic refers to the number of subjects. Twitter tends to
divide people’s attention because the topics in which people
are interested vary. The news focuses on one event because it
sustainably refers to words related to it.

B. RANKING ALGORITHM

Many researchers have tried to extract topics that people are
interested in using the news and SNS data [32], [33], [35].
However, the news and SNS data have properties that hinder
such research. As shown in Section V.A, repeat and noise of
the news and SNS data may cause a large error especially
when important topics are extracted using a simple method
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 11. ‘‘Pesticide’’ or ‘‘Egg’’ word ranking graph in news and on twitter. (a) News. (b) Twitter.

such as the Term Frequency (TF). TF is a simple ranking
algorithm that ranks the word by the iteration number of the
word, and it was used in in Section IV too. For example,
in the news, since data is collected based on keywords, the
extraction of important topics is often obscured by the repetition of the same word. In Table 4, all words other than
Influenza were ranked in the 1st. SNS interferes with the topic
extraction due to repetitive advertisements. In Table 5, Virus
was ranked in the 1st because it was seen many times in tweets
that advertised the Korean girl group.
To solve these problems, there have been a number of
ranking algorithms [43]–[48]. The Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [43] is a ranking algorithm
that extracts the weight of the data and determines significance of words based on them. They have been used in various fields such as information retrieval, text categorization,
topic detection, and document summarization. In addition to
TF-IDF, various ranking algorithm such as SMART weighting scheme [44], BM25 [45], Robertson-Sparck Jones
weight [46], INQUERY [47], and Combined Component
Approach (CCA) [48] have been developed.
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the ranking algorithm using the CCA as an example. Almeida et al.
proposed CCA by mixing a variety of term weight components. They used Genetic Programming (GP) derived from
Darwinian evolutionary processes. They argued that CCA
can extract more effective, meaningful, and proven results
than existing ranking algorithms. Their study showed that the
average accuracy improved by 32.86%.
Table 9 presents term weight components used in CCA,
and the ranking algorithm of CCA is defined to

TABLE 9. Units for combined component approach (CCA).

CCA = ((99.09 + t09 ) + (((t06 × t08 ) × (t05 × ((((t06 × t08 )
+ (t07 + t08 )) × (t10 × t01 )))) + ((t06 × t08 ) × (t05
×(((t02 × t04 ) + (t07 + t08 )) × (t10 × t01 ))))))
+ ((t10 × t01 ) + ((t06 × t08 ) × (t05 × (((t07 ÷ t03 )
+ (t07 + t08 )) × (t10 + t01 )))))

(1)

To show its performance, we reexamine the event of
2017 Fipronil eggs’ contamination presented in Section IV.C.
VOLUME 6, 2018

Here we mark TF the method used in Section IV. As a result,
the topic detection rate increased 9.5% in news and 100% in
SNS, and the event was caught early with CCA compared
to TF.
Figure 9 and 10 present higher value between the ranking
of ‘‘egg’’ and that of ‘‘pesticide’’ based on TF and CCA
in the news and Twitter respectively. An ‘‘-’’ indicates that
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the relevant term was not in the top 50 keywords. In other
words, it means the topic was not caught. In Figure 9 (a), TF
caught the event 21 times, but in Figure 9 (b), CCA captured
it 23 times. That is, the topic detection rate increases by 9.5%
in the news. In Figure 10 (a), TF caught the event 5 times, but
in Figure 10 (b), CCA captured it 10 times. That is, the topic
detection rate increases by 100% in Twitter. In Figure 10 (a),
TF caught the event on August 17, while In Figure 10 (b),
CCA did it on August 15 the day the event occurs. That is,
CCA caught the event two days early in Twitter.
Figure 11 is a graphical representation of Figure 9 and 10.
In Figure 11 (a) with the news data, CCA is ranked higher
in the beginning than TF. The ranking is stayed within the
5th rank in TF, but it is rapidly influenced by the time after
three days in CCA. In Figure 11 (b) with Twitter, TF captured
the event on August 17, but CCA did it on August 15 the
day the event occurs. It is difficult to catch the event early
in Twitter because SNS contains variety of topics, so it is
valuable for CCA to catch the event early.
Finally, we can see that CCA improves the topic detection
rate and catches the event quickly. A series of term weight
components such as CCA presents the same effect as the
removal of the duplicated data. Therefore, we believe that
applying the ranking algorithm to analysis of news and SNS
will help the time-series analysis and topic detection research.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we conducted comprehensive measurements
to understand the characteristics, including similarities and
differences, of data from the news and SNSs.
The observed differences are as follows: (1) It is challenging to find the same topic in the news and SNS. The news
responds to official events whereas SNSs respond to personal
interests. (2) The news mentions a specific topic continually,
whereas the transition from one topic to another in SNSs is
fast. The issues discussed on SNSs are different every day.
(3) The news can identify specific events with a single keyword, but many keywords are required to find the required
data in SNSs.
The observed similarities are as follows: (1) The words in
the news and SNSs were similar. Our data shows that 80%
of the words matched between them. (2) People use the news
and SNS for commercial marketing. In our datasets, the news
dataset included words associated with movies or company names, and SNS data included words related to
entertainers.
Finally, the news is more related to the keyword generally,
more public, more repetitive, less noisy, and more grammatical than SNS, because of which it is easy to capture
a general phenomenon using news data. Furthermore our
analysis showed that the ranking algorithm improves the topic
detection rate and catches the topic quickly.
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